INTERIOR OIL MODIFIED URETHANE

MALIBU GRAY

Make everything in your design a statement piece by staining, cerusing, and repurposing. We can't define you. Not everyone falls into a collection and this is why we made it easy for you to blend two ZAR® colors (50/50) and get a look that is exclusive to you. You like Champagne with your Black Caviar? Every one of our colors has that thrill factor. The color you choose will bring back a childhood memory or a special feeling. It will help you create a room that will make you feel special, comfortable, and happy. The Color Matcher allows you to be daring or understated and lets the luxurious woodgrain show through the hue.

PHILOSOPHY OF COLOR

There’s something about ZAR® and its deep, rich color that’s a little bit magical. It’s what inspires us to go beyond your expectations and create something beautiful, unique, and unexpected. It’s the secret sauce that makes your design come to life. It’s the magic that gives your space character and personality. It’s the power of color to transform a room and make it yours. It’s the ZAR® Color Philosophy.

It’s for wood, it’s for fiberglass, it’s for plastic. An interior oil base polyurethane finish that dries with the "hand-rubbed" look that will last a lifetime. An ultra-tough oil modified urethane. This unique formula dries by coalescing and oxygen cross-linking for a harder "through cure." It resists ring marks caused by hot, cold, and alcoholic beverages. ZAR® Tung Oil can also be used as a 1-coat wood conditioner and finishing oil. You can use it on bare, raw, or semi-varnished wood to achieve a semi-gloss or satin appearance.

There’s something about ZAR® and its deep, rich color that’s a little bit magical. ZAR® Poly High Solids provides maximum film build for long-lasting beauty and protection. It self-levels and gives superior protection in fewer coats. An interior oil base polyurethane that is thicker and dries faster than ZAR® Poly. This fast drying formula is perfect for bare, soft, or porous wood to achieve a semi-gloss or satin finish.

ZAR® Poly High Solids is ideal to use over light colored stains and paints. This fast drying formula is perfect for bare, soft, or porous wood to achieve a semi-gloss or satin finish. It resists scuff marks and holds up to furniture, bar tops, countertops, and woodwork. It’s self-leveling for a smooth finish and provides superior protection from weather and UV rays.

An exterior oil base polyurethane that dries in just 2 hours on bare wood surfaces with its self-leveling, easy flow properties. Use as a first coat under ZAR® Poly OMU and all other ZAR® water base or oil base polys. Exotic Hardwood Approved. Use on wood species such as Teak, Brazilian Walnut, and Brazilian Cherry.

Sanding Sealer

A hard-edged finish that is oil-based. Formulated to protect and beautify your cabinets, furniture, and woodwork. Its fast drying, low-odor formula features polys. Exotic Hardwood Approved. Use on wood species such as Teak, Brazilian Walnut, and Brazilian Cherry.

Interiors - Standard - Contractor - High Performance

Crystal Clear

An interior oil based product that is perfect for use on bare, soft, or porous wood. It is a hand-rubbed, wipe-on formula for use on floors, bar tops, countertops, and woodwork. It resists scuff marks and has a semi-gloss finish. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

Ultra Violet

An exterior oil based product that is perfect for use on bare, soft, or porous wood. It is a hand-rubbed, wipe-on formula for use on exterior doors, trim, and hardwood floors. It provides superior protection from weather and UV rays. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

High Performance

A long-lasting exterior water - based polyurethane designed to resist extreme weather elements. It contains antifreeze and sealants that protect your wood from harsh conditions. It is perfect for use on decks, porches, patios, and other exterior surfaces. Available in Gloss, Satin, Semi-Gloss, and Matte.

Exterior Water Base

A long-lasting exterior water-based polyurethane designed to resist extreme weather elements. It contains antifreeze and sealants that protect your wood from harsh conditions. It is perfect for use on decks, porches, patios, and other exterior surfaces. Available in Gloss, Satin, Semi-Gloss, and Matte.

Sanding Sealer

A hard-edged finish that is oil-based. Formulated to protect and beautify your cabinets, furniture, and woodwork. It’s self-leveling for a smooth finish and provides superior protection from weather and UV rays. Super-fast drying formula allows for a 2-coat application in just one day. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

ZAR® Poly High Solids: Provides maximum film build for long-lasting beauty and protection. An interior oil base polyurethane that is thicker and dries faster than ZAR® Poly. It self-levels and gives superior protection in fewer coats.

ZAR® Poly: An ultra-tough oil modified urethane. This unique formula dries by coalescing and oxygen cross-linking for a harder “through cure.” It resists ring marks caused by hot, cold, and alcoholic beverages. ZAR® Tung Oil can also be used as a 1-coat wood conditioner and finishing oil. You can use it on bare, raw, or semi-varnished wood to achieve a semi-gloss or satin appearance.

ZAR® Poly OMU: A hard-edged finish that is oil-based. Formulated to protect and beautify your cabinets, furniture, and woodwork. It resists scuff marks and holds up to furniture, bar tops, countertops, and woodwork. It’s self-leveling for a smooth finish and provides superior protection from weather and UV rays. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

ZAR® Tung Oil: A unique formula that is perfect for use on bare, soft, or porous wood to achieve a semi-gloss or satin finish. It resists scuff marks and has a semi-gloss finish. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

ZAR® High Performance: A long-lasting exterior water-based polyurethane designed to resist extreme weather elements. It contains antifreeze and sealants that protect your wood from harsh conditions. It is perfect for use on decks, porches, patios, and other exterior surfaces. Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, and Matte.

ZAR® Stain: Not for use on decks or other areas subject to foot traffic. Specially formulated for exposure to sunlight. Use on bare wood or over ZAR® Stain. Not for use on decks or other areas subject to foot traffic.
If you want your décor to reflect your worldly sensibilities and appreciation of the extraordinary, let this diverse compilation of stains let your imagination—and décor—wander off to exotic places. Infuse a space with comfort and joy by mixing textures, sculptures, and complementary tones. Sourced from the warm side of the color wheel, these decorative solutions can be irreverent and spicy, delightfully sophisticated, or just plain fun. As an example, for a French Country or Mid-Century Modern approach, blond wood flooring dotted with mahogany furnishings is multi-layered and memorable. This collection of colors can take you on a journey or showcase the places you've been.

**VINTAGE MODERN**

**EXOTIC REDWOOD**
**GOLDEN SUNSET**
**MOROCCAN RED**

Brown Tones

Who said Blonds have more fun? Brown can fit in both cool and warm design—it's classic! Browns can blend classic design with modern lifestyle effortlessly. Warm wooden tones that vary from dark to light can add depth and panache to any room. If you are looking to achieve the relaxing vibe of a cozy, book-lined study or want to reinvent a space with a dynamic fusion of old and new the Classic Collection of colors is the one to choose.

**CLASSIC COLLECTION**

**GLOBAL CANVAS COLLECTION**

**CLASSIC**

**GLOBAL CANVAS**

Afraid to be trendy? Stain colors are the perfect fix to make something you have look trendy without spending tons of money. There is no better way to keep your home looking fresh than adding the latest color into your design palette. Boho Chic, shiplap, and open shelving are all on trend and can be stained with a color that inspires you. This takes your outdated room and just like that you're in vogue. Better yet, take something that is OUT and make it relevant with the right trendy color.